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Abstract—This paper presents our industrial experience on the
implementation of Minteos Mesh Protocol which is a memory,
power and delay efficient mesh protocol; and Minteos SystemC
Simulator for mesh networks.
Experiments are carried out to validate the adequate use of
Minteos Mesh Protocol. Also, simulation/test results are given
to show the effectiveness and applicability of Minteos SystemC
simulator for mesh networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mesh networking is a type of networking where each node
in the network may act as an independent router, regardless of
whether it is connected to another network or not. It allows
for continuous connections and reconfiguration around broken
or blocked paths by hopping from node to node until the
destination is reached (taken from [1]).
Also, mesh networking provides communication between
GateWays (GWs) nodes and repeaters. The protocol should be
memory, power and delay efficient. In order to reach a good
compromise between memory, power and delay, one should
find a good trade-off between the type and size of the routing
tables, the route discovery actions and the time required for
propagating a message to destination. The goals of designing
a fast and efficient mesh network are as follows:
1) efficient memory usage;
2) minimizing flooding messages for network discovery;
3) reducing the number of messages (GWs needed) to
communicate with a known destination.
The above facts lead to the investigation on combining on-
demand and proactive route discovery. Over the years, various
efficient protocols have been developed: Distance-Vector Rout-
ing Protocol [2], Link-State Protocol Routing Protocol [3],
Ad Hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing [4], Optimized
Link State Routing [5], Hybrid Wireless Mesh Protocol [6]
and Better Approach To Mobile Adhoc Networking [7].
Although the above-mentioned protocols are well-suited for
capturing mesh characteristics, non of them can be used for
our peculiar needs because we aim to develop a mesh network
in which:
• the mesh network protocol size is extremely small;
• thus it occupies very little memory and exhibits very low
power consumption;
• for our needs such a mesh network protocol is intended
to rule a relatively static network and hence our proposed
solution is not comparable to a wide network where the
mobility is a must (e.g.: mobile phone);
• within the proposed mesh network, (new) components,
e.g. gateways, can be easily added or removed;
• components should be able to discover their neighbors
and the rest of the network topology;
• however all these modifications in network topology
should not be so frequent.
In addition to the good characteristics and features of
existing mesh protocols, for our mesh protocol, it is desirable
to have the following characteristics:
• there are few frequent destinations (e.g. the GWs with
GPRS and extended storage capabilities are about 3−5);
• nodes should be able to automatically discover special
destinations and the best routes to them;
• there are hundreds of common nodes that need to reach
the GPRS-enabled nodes quite frequently;
• seldom topology can be changed (due to failure, replace-
ment, visibility change, etc);
• mesh protocol has to be efficient in terms of delay, power
consumption, RF usage, etc;
• the number of hops and TTL should be limited (i.e., any
destination should be at most, let us say, 10 hops or less
away from its originator);
• an ACK mechanism is used to trace the proper reception
of the data by the destination using the same route.
This paper presents our industrial experience on the imple-
mentation of Minteos Mesh Protocol; and Minteos SystemC
Simulator for mesh networks.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
shows the specification of a mesh protocol that we proposed.
A detailed description of Minteos Mesh Protocol is given in
Section III. Section IV presents Minteos SystemC Simulator
for mesh networks.
In Section V, experiments are carried out to validate the
adequate use of the Minteos Mesh Protocol. Also, simula-
tion/test results are given in the same Section to show the
effectiveness and applicability of Minteos SystemC Simulator
for mesh networks. Finally, concluding remarks are made in
Section VI.
II. CUSTOMIZE SPECIFICATION OF A MESH PROTOCOL
We have developed and proposed a memory, power and
delay efficient mesh protocol, also upon boot up, nodes must
have either:
• generally speaking, every gateway introduced in a mesh
network (switched on) starts a network discovery that
fills routing and service table. To achieve our targets
(i.e. to implement a memory, power and delay efficient
mesh protocol), two routing options have been analyzed
carefully. The two routing options are:
1) the packets should be fully routed at the source (i.e.,
carrying the full route in the header when created)
2) the packets which start only with the final destina-
tion set and they are routed to the first hop and then
each intermediate hop redirects packets to the best
next hop for such a final destination. This option has
been chosen for our implementation because such an
option allows us to store the best hop towards that
destination and not the full route, this complies with
low memory consumption specification, and also is
a good choice for the route selection in a relatively
sable network.
• no hard-coded routing table, every gateway starts a
discovery process of GPRS-enabled nodes and the best
routes; and uses such routes either always the best or
in a Round Robin Scheduling [8] to average the power
consumption across the mesh network.
• the recipient ACK which should have been sent back via
the reverse route of the received packet.
III. MINTEOS MESH PROTOCOL
The specification of Minteos Mesh Protocol consists of:
• elements:
– routing table
∗ when a gateway needs to communicate with an-
other gateway in order to obtain some service, a
packet is sent according to the routes described in
this table.
– service table
∗ when a gateway requires a service (e.g. GPRS
communication), it checks in the route table if a
known gateway providing such a service already.
∗ if there is no known gateway offering the re-
quested service, then a service discovery packet
is sent.
– packet exchanged.
• actions:
– re-broadcasting rules for packet sent during the net-
work discovery phase;
– update rules for the routing table when receiving
special packets;
– delivery rules for the packets directed to service-
enabled nodes.
A. Elements
For the routing table, we selected the format that only the
information of the best next hop traverses to known service-
enabled nodes. We made this choice because of the followings
(see also the routing options in Section II for details):
• this format permits each node to maintain just the next
hop towards all known destinations;
• it provides a fall-back mechanism in case of communica-
tion trouble and uses a Round Robin Scheduler to adjust
the power consumption;
• such a format appears to be much more resilient to net-
work failures when requiring an ACK for each message
forwarded and for each segment.
In addition, each element in the routing table contains the
destination identity, the neighbor identity and the route rank.
The heart beats of the neighbors are monitored in such a
way that any heart beat failure is noticed preventing faulty
information forwarding amongst nodes.
B. Actions
These rules are applied to the packets sent for the network
discovery such that each node transmits broadcast messages
to inform the neighboring nodes about its existence. Also, the
neighbors transmit messages (by means of re-broadcasting)
to inform their neighbors as well about the existence of the
original initiator of the message being transmitted and so on
and so forth.
Therefore, the network is flooded with the originator mes-
sages. Due to these, the size of the packet is minimized as
much as possible because the transmitting messages contain
only the address of the originator, the address of the node
transmitting the packet, the full list of the nodes traversed so
far and a TTL.
A packet is not re-broadcasted if a packet timeout occurs
and/or the packet has been traversed already (reported by full
list of the nodes traversed).
1) Updating rules for the routing table: Elements in the
routing table should be added and updated as described
previously. When receiving a packet for network discovery
a new element in the routing table is added if route towards a
service-enabled device passing from the transmitter neighbor
still does not exist yet.
A route can be modified changing its rank value and/or the
time of last ping sent according to type of packet received.
The deletion of route is performed when the table is full and
a new element has to be added. Not only discovery network
packet but also packets sent for message delivery purpose can
update the routing table.
2) Delivery rules for packets containing messages: When
a node sends a message, delivery rules are applied for packets
containing messages. Note that the packets are not always re-
broadcasted. We should obtain from the routing table the best
next hop toward the final destination.
Every intermediate node must keep the packets and wait the
ACK from the neighbor the packet was sent. Also every node
receiving this packet must send an ACK to the transmitter
(which is always a neighbor).
IV. MINTEOS SYSTEMC SIMULATOR FOR MESH
NETWORKS
After having investigated the applicability of several existing
simulators for Adhoc networks (e.g. Omnet++ [9], EYES
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WSN Simulation Framework [10] and NS-2 [11]), in our opin-
ion, none of them would be suitable for the simulation of mesh
networks. Thus, we decided to develop our own simulator
much more oriented to our mesh network. Next section will
also present an example which motivates the development of
a new simulator (i.e. our simulator) to complement the above-
mentioned simulators for mesh networks.
A. Motivational Example
For a mesh network simulation, there is a field which
consists of several hundreds of gateways that are placed in
a square grid as shown in Figure 1. Some gateways have a
special service like GPRS service so that it can be used to
communicate with a remote central operating unit.
Each gateway collects environmental information like tem-
perature, humility, pressure, etc, via many sensors surrounding
it. In order to send data to the remote central operating unit,
that normally is a data center far away from the field, every
gateway has to look for a GPRS enabled gateway that serves
as a proxy.
As described previously, our Minteos Mesh protocol offers
the possibility to the gateway to learn and keep the knowledge
of the network topology.
Figure 1 shows an initial network discovery. The color of
the nodes indicates the load of the gateways (yellow is the
lowest and red is the highest); and the black ones are GPRS
enabled nodes. Moreover, Figure 2 presents a sample of a test
benchmark.
B. Key Elements for Minteos SystemC Simulator
The key elements for Minteos SystemC Simulator (imple-
mented with sc module) are as follows:
1) gateway:
• this is a model of gateway which collects data from the
neighborhood sensors and sends notification to the remote
central operating unit.
• at boot time, a discovery process of network packet is
launched to first notify the presence of the gateway and
then explore neighbors and the rest of the network.
Fig. 2. Sample of Test Benchmark
• every gateway can transmit 2 frequencies:
– the first one is rf1 which is dedicated for sensor-to-
gateway communication;
– the second one is rf2 which is dedicated for gateway-
to-gateway communication and data and network
discovery.
2) rf medium:
• this medium imitates the communication behavior be-
tween gateways towards mediums, geographical coor-
dinates and environmental interferences which are also
taken into account for the simulation.
C. Implementation of Minteos SystemC Simulator
Architecture, key features and design decision of the
Minteos SystemC Simulator are summarized as follows:
• the structures and the functions implementing the be-
havior of the Minteos Mesh Protocol are developed in
the source of the firmware for the gateway, this is then
compiled as a shared library and linked to the Minteos
SystemC Simulator which is written/implemented in Sys-
temC [12].
• all these allow us to distinguish between the part of the
software for carrying out the Minteos Mesh Protocol
and the part implementing the simulator (which entails
representing certain key characteristics or behaviors of
the geographical distribution of the gateway on the field,
quality of communications, medium, etc).
• geographical coordinates of the gateways are assigned at
the run-time from a configuration file provided by the
user. This also means that a set of gateway can be pre-
allocated.
• actually, rf medium introduces an attenuation of sig-
nals for simulation. For the implementation of Minteos
SystemC Simulator, an isotropic medium is used and
its attenuation is only based on the distance between
gateways.
V. SIMULATION/TEST AND VALIDATION OF MINTEOS
SYSTEMC SIMULATOR
This section presents several simulation results which val-
idate the operation of the Minteos Mesh Protocol as well as
Minteos SystemC Simulator; and allow us especially to deduce
their performance.
Let us consider a configuration file which consists of
coordinates (represented by common coordinate pair (x,y))
of each gateway along with the type of service provided. We
aim to test the following network topology in which each
point of the network is described as a 3-tuple as follows:
gw_id(x,y,service if provided).
The test should cover the discovery network functions. This
means that at boot time every gateway launches a discovery
network packet. Then, the gateway waits for ACKs, and
updates its service table as well as routing table.
In simple words, tables are only updated when a discovery
network packet hits a gateway and is acknowledged eventually
or the gateway is not the final destination of the packet.
With a TTL=3 and no rank calculation, below are the
test/simulation results:
---------------------------------
gw1 - x:1 y:1 service_provided:0
service table: (size=1)
- service_type:1 - gws_providing_service: 5 10 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
routing table: (size=5)
- nghb:2 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:2 - dest:10 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:3 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:6 - dest:10 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:6 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
---------------------------------
gw2 - x:4 y:6 service_provided:0
service table: (size=1)
- service_type:1 - gws_providing_service: 5 10 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
routing table: (size=5)
- nghb:5 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:10 - dest:10 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:10 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:1 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:1 - dest:10 - rank:0 - time:0 -
---------------------------------
gw3 - x:7 y:1 service_provided:0
service table: (size=1)
- service_type:1 - gws_providing_service: 5 10 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
routing table: (size=5)
- nghb:5 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:1 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:1 - dest:10 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:2 - dest:10 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:2 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
---------------------------------
gw4 - x:9 y:11 service_provided:0
service table: (size=1)
- service_type:1 - gws_providing_service: 5 10 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
routing table: (size=4)
- nghb:5 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:8 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:7 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:5 - dest:10 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:0 - dest:0 - rank:0 - time:0 -
---------------------------------
gw5 - x:9 y:6 service_provided:1
service table: (size=1)
- service_type:1 - gws_providing_service: 10 0 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
routing table: (size=2)
- nghb:3 - dest:10 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:2 - dest:10 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:0 - dest:0 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:0 - dest:0 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:0 - dest:0 - rank:0 - time:0 -
---------------------------------
gw6 - x:1 y:6 service_provided:0
service table: (size=1)
- service_type:1 - gws_providing_service: 5 10 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
routing table: (size=5)
- nghb:10 - dest:10 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:10 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:1 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:1 - dest:10 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:2 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
---------------------------------
gw7 - x:15 y:11 service_provided:0
service table: (size=1)
- service_type:1 - gws_providing_service: 5 0 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
routing table: (size=1)
- nghb:4 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:0 - dest:0 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:0 - dest:0 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:0 - dest:0 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:0 - dest:0 - rank:0 - time:0 -
---------------------------------
gw8 - x:9 y:15 service_provided:0
service table: (size=1)
- service_type:1 - gws_providing_service: 5 0 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
routing table: (size=1)
- nghb:4 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:0 - dest:0 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:0 - dest:0 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:0 - dest:0 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:0 - dest:0 - rank:0 - time:0 -
---------------------------------
gw9 - x:13 y:16 service_provided:0
service table: (size=1)
- service_type:1 - gws_providing_service: 5 0 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
routing table: (size=2)
- nghb:8 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:7 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:0 - dest:0 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:0 - dest:0 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:0 - dest:0 - rank:0 - time:0 -
---------------------------------
gw10 - x:1 y:11 service_provided:1
service table: (size=1)
- service_type:1 - gws_providing_service: 5 0 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
- service_type:0 - gws_providing_service: 0 0 0 -
routing table: (size=2)
- nghb:2 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:6 - dest:5 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:0 - dest:0 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:0 - dest:0 - rank:0 - time:0 -
- nghb:0 - dest:0 - rank:0 - time:0 -
---------------------------------
----- packet counters:
---------------------------------
rf_medium: num_events_received_on_rf2: 70
rf_medium: num_packets_notified_to_gw(1): 212
rf_medium: num_packets_notified_to_gw(2): 294
rf_medium: num_packets_notified_to_gw(3): 219
rf_medium: num_packets_notified_to_gw(4): 106
rf_medium: num_packets_notified_to_gw(5): 195
rf_medium: num_packets_notified_to_gw(6): 194
rf_medium: num_packets_notified_to_gw(7): 57
rf_medium: num_packets_notified_to_gw(8): 57
rf_medium: num_packets_notified_to_gw(9): 40
rf_medium: num_packets_notified_to_gw(10): 146
rf_medium: tot: 1520
gw(1) num_packets_from_medium_to_gw: 212
rebroadcasted: 63
gw(2) num_packets_from_medium_to_gw: 294
rebroadcasted: 88
gw(3) num_packets_from_medium_to_gw: 219
rebroadcasted: 65
gw(4) num_packets_from_medium_to_gw: 106
rebroadcasted: 39
gw(5) num_packets_from_medium_to_gw: 195
rebroadcasted: 65
gw(6) num_packets_from_medium_to_gw: 194
rebroadcasted: 56
gw(7) num_packets_from_medium_to_gw: 57
rebroadcasted: 19
gw(8) num_packets_from_medium_to_gw: 57
rebroadcasted: 19
gw(9) num_packets_from_medium_to_gw: 40
rebroadcasted: 16
gw(10) num_packets_from_medium_to_gw: 146
rebroadcasted: 40
gateways: tot num_packets_from_medium_to_gateways: 1520
rebroadcasted: 470
According to the results illustrated in this section, we can
confirm that the adequate use of our Minteos Mesh Protocol
and Minteos SystemC Simulator is validated. Indeed, the
discovery network functions are covered.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have first presented the main aspects
of Minteos Mesh Protocol and Minteos SystemC Simulator.
Then, we have illustrated the use of the Minteos SystemC
Simulator through experiments.
Also the key features and development of the Minteos
Mesh Protocol and Minteos SystemC Simulator have been
highlighted along with promising simulation/test results. Our
future work will mainly focus on:
• adding function to retrieve a quality index (about the
quality of service) for each gateway;
• adding/updating routing table rules based on route rank;
• formalizing a series of tests to evaluate the quality of the
implementation of our Minteos mesh protocol.
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